At Rogue Valley Door we slice our own veneers and then meticulously grade them to ensure only the highest quality fiber is used in our wood doors. In the past, only a small percentage of this wood could make the grade and pass our quality inspection. With a fresh approach we knew we could positively impact the environment, save a precious dwindling resource and make use of the stock that had small blemishes and minor imperfections.

The result is Coarse Grain Fir doors, a new upcycled Rogue Valley Door product. We take those naturally occurring imperfections found in wood and create a unique treatment for these small blemishes and minor defects, resulting in a perfect match for distressed or weathered design. These doors are a perfect fit for your Cabin, Lodge, Mountain Retreat or anywhere you are trying to create a warm old meets new look.
Rogue Valley Door Coarse Grain Fir doors feature:

- Upcycled Fir
- Weathered and reclaimed look
- Wire Brushed
- Rustic
- Little to no prep required by prefinisher
- Available in any size door up to 6/0 x 12/0
- Available in any door with a flat panel and square sticking

Stains shown here on Coarse Grain Fir are Minwax Stains. Actual stain color may vary.
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